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Discipline That Connects With Your Child's Heart - Jim Jackson
2016-09-20
A Powerful Approach to Bringing God's Grace to Kids Did you know that
the way we deal (or don't deal) with our kids' misbehavior shapes their
beliefs about themselves, the world, and God? Therefore it's vital to
connect with their hearts--not just their minds--amid the daily behavior
battles. With warmth and grace, Jim and Lynne Jackson, founders of
Connected Families, offer four tried-and-true keys to handling any
behavioral issues with love, truth, and authority. You will learn practical
ways to communicate messages of grace and truth, how to discipline in a
way that motivates your child, and how to keep your relationship strong,
not antagonistic. Discipline is more than just a short-term attempt to
modify your child's actions--it's a long-term investment to help them
build faith, wisdom, and character for life. When you discover a better
path to discipline, you'll find a more well-behaved--and well-believed--kid.
The Artist's Way for Retirement - Julia Cameron 2016-04-19
‘Most of us have no idea of our real creative height. We are much more
gifted than we know. My tools help to nurture those gifts.’ The Artist's
Way movement began more than two decades ago and has now helped
millions of people around the world to discover - and recover - their
creativity. Whether you want to work on a large artistic project or simply
wish to experience more creativity in your life, The Artist's Way for
Retirement is the perfect guide to help anyone wanting to live a more
creative and vital life. Packed with engaging, thought-provoking
exercises and useful tools designed to help unlock your creative energy,
this book will enable you to pursue creative activities with confidence,
realize the creative dreams you have been harbouring and enjoy the
freedom and independence that retirement offers. Using a range of
artistic forms and styles, and devised to address and support the
emotional upheaval that retirement can bring, this book will take you on
remarkable and transformative creative adventures.
First Date Stories - Jodi Klein 2021-09-14
Ellen meets Jim at a posh restaurant, hoping for an evening of fine wine
and better conversation. Maria sets out on a walk with a man she's been
looking forward to meeting. In First Date Stories, these women, and
others, enter into initial liaisons with well-honed expectations—and come
out on the other side with extraordinary tales to tell. Chances are, every
woman in her mid-thirties and over who is seeking a loving companion
has a first date tale of triumph or disaster. Each of the candid and
memorable stories Jodi Klein shares here imparts a bit of wisdom—with
the help of takeaway tips and inspirational quotes—to guide readers
through what can be a baffling, intimidating, and sometimes lonely
journey. Before a promising first date, or after an awful one, First Date
Stories offers readers the reminder that being single should be
celebrated, that not all first dates are created equal, and that every
initial encounter has the possibility to become something long-lasting
and wonderful.
Steve Jobs - Walter Isaacson 2011
Draws on more than forty interviews with Steve Jobs, as well as
interviews with family members, friends, competitors, and colleagues to
offer a look at the co-founder and leading creative force behind the Apple
computer company.
Interviewer's Pocketbook - Sean McManus 2014-01-01
The Interviewer's Pocketbook has had a major overhaul in this new third
edition and now focuses exclusively on the recruitment interview. The
opening chapters look in detail at the necessary skills for conducting an
interview: questioning techniques, listening skills and interpretation of
body language. Types of question are explored, with ways in which to use
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them, as well as questions to avoid asking, while a helpful example
interview shows the techniques in action. Later chapters cover preparing
for and conducting the interview, including looking at job descriptions
and specifications, preparing evidence questions, and evaluation of
candidates.
Next Level Leadership Training: Volume One - Rick Johnston 2015-04-29
Every local church requires leaders. Many believers are given
responsibility to lead but fail to sustain their leadership. Developing the
people who lead is essential to building strong churches and
demonstrating the kingdom message to those who do not know Christ.
The nonpublic lifestyle of a leader is what vitally supports the public
expression of his or her grace. Jesus said, "Follow me ... and I will make
... you fishers of men." Those three simple phrases are the essence of
Rick Johnston's Next Level Leadership Training. Johnston provides a
syllabus for training such leaders. Bible-saturated lessons are the
foundation of teaching. Classroom interaction tips, external resource
suggestions, and life-implementation steps, given at the end of each
lesson, provide the opportunity to increase in grace. Theological
foundations, relationship-building assignments, and miracle
demonstrations-defined in this text-provide a wide-ranging training
course for every local church. N
iPad for the Older and Wiser - Sean McManus 2011-08-24
Easy-to-follow, friendly advice on using the iPad 2 This heavily
illustrated, approachable guide for the anyone over 50 provides a solid
resource for learning how to use the iPad in everyday situations. Veteran
author and technology expert Sean McManus clearly explains how to use
the iPad to send e-mails, listen to music, watch movies, and play games.
Detailed coverage walks you step by step through setting up and
registering your iPad, connecting to the Internet, syncing your iPad to
other devices, and much more. The iPad is an ideal companion for
making your life easier, and this friendly guide will help you gain a firm
understanding of how to get started. Serves as a friendly tutorial for
learning how to use the iPad for everyday functions Walks you through
connecting to the Internet to browse and shop online, setting up your email to keep in touch with family and friends, and watching movies
anywhere at anytime Explains how to sync your iPad to other devices,
visit the app store to download apps, play games, organize your photos,
and much more This friendly and understandable book gets you up to
speed with this highly usable gadget in no time.
The Facebook Guide for People Over 50 - Paul McFedries 2011-06-16
The Facebook guide for people over 50 People over 50 are the fastestgrowing segment of the Facebook population, and they have some
unique interests and concerns. This one-of-a-kind guide addresses issues
of specific interest to older generations, helping them create a profile,
connect with old friends and relatives, communicate with others, and
maintain their safety online. If you’re among this group, you’ll find these
tips and instructions will give you confidence and help you enjoy all that
Facebook has to offer. People over 50 are joining Facebook in record
numbers; an estimated 6 million such people are Facebook users This
Facebook guide for people over 50 focuses on topics of particular
interest to older generations, such as finding and connecting with
relatives, friends from the past, former colleagues, and classmates Helps
you set up your profile, find old and new friends, communicate with
others through the site, and protect your privacy Facebook insiders
contribute plenty of tips and ideas to make the Facebook experience
more fulfilling If you're over 50 and already on Facebook or thinking of
joining, The Facebook Guide For People Over 50 can help you make the
most of the experience.
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The Bitch Is Back - Cathi Hanauer 2016-09-27
More than a decade after the New York Times bestselling anthology The
Bitch in the House spoke up loud and clear for a generation of young
woman, nine of the original contributors are back—along with sixteen
captivating new voices—sharing their ruminations from an older,
stronger, and wiser perspective about love, sex, work, family,
independence, body-image, health, and aging: the critical flash points of
women’s lives today. "Born out of anger," the essays in The Bitch in the
House chronicled the face of womanhood at the beginning of a new
millennium. Now those funny, smart, passionate contributors—today less
bitter and resentful, and more confident, competent, and
content—capture the spirit of postfeminism in this equally provocative,
illuminating, and compelling companion anthology. Having aged into
their forties, fifties, and sixties, these "bitches"—bestselling authors,
renowned journalists, and critically acclaimed novelists—are back . . .
and better than ever. In The Bitch Is Back, Cathi Hanauer, Kate
Christensen, Sarah Crichton, Debora Spar, Ann Hood, Veronica
Chambers, and nineteen other women offer unique views on womanhood
and feminism today. Some of the "original bitches" (OBs) revisit their
earlier essays to reflect on their previous selves. All reveal how their
lives have changed in the intervening years—whether they stayed
coupled, left marriages, or had affairs; developed cancer or other
physical challenges; coped with partners who strayed, died, or remained
faithful; became full-time wage earners or homemakers; opened up their
marriages; remained childless or became parents; or experienced other
meaningful life transitions. As a "new wave" of feminists begins to take
center stage, this powerful, timely collection sheds a much-needed light
on both past and present, offering understanding, compassion, and
wisdom for modern women’s lives, all the while pointing toward the
exciting possibilities of tomorrow.
Hudl For Dummies - Rosemary Hattersley 2014-06-03
The essential beginner's guide to the UK's most popular new tablet Hudl
For Dummies is the indispensible guide to Tesco's highly successful
Android tablet. With hands-on instruction tailored to the entry-level user,
this book provides expert guidance in clear, concise language to help you
get the most out of this great new device. Seasoned technology author
Rosie Hattersley walks you through each step, from opening the box to
setting up e-mail, accessing Blinkbox, shopping online and more. Even if
you're a newcomer to tablet technology, this book will have you up and
running in a flash! By utilizing groundbreaking technology, it's no
wonder analysts expect the Hudl to become the UK's leading tablet.
While the device itself is intuitive, the Hudl's infinite possibilities can be
a bit of a mystery to new users. Hudl For Dummies is the definitive guide
to the device, helping you access the full capabilities of your new tablet.
Gain a complete understanding of how to get up and running with the
Tesco Hudl Download and launch apps with your new tablet to make it a
workhorse or an entertainment system Discover how to access the
Internet, e-mail, films, music and books Shop online with your new
device and find out how to buy Hudl accessories An entire chapter on
troubleshooting allows you to bypass the repair shop for minor issues,
and gives you the confidence to adjust settings and preferences without
the worry of messing something up. Whether you're transitioning to the
Hudl from another tablet, or are new to tablets entirely, Hudl For
Dummies will take you from a new user to full-fledged Hudl devotee.
Finding the Boyfriend Within - Brad Gooch 2015-05-19
In the tradition of the perennial bestseller I'm OK, You're OK, noted
author Brad Gooch offers single and coupled gay men a provocative,
sophisticated, and inspirational guide that addresses the big issues of
love, romance, and being alone. Part memoir, part self-help, Finding the
Boyfriend Within is a remarkably practical and helpful guide in the quest
for self-discovery for the thousands of gay men who despair of ever being
in a committed relationship. Filled with anecdotes, romantic advice,
problem-solving suggestions, and humor -- as well as wisdom from both
the East and West -- Finding the Boyfriend Within offers simple selfawareness exercises to help discover the respect, happiness, and love
that come first, and most enduringly, from within.
Captivating - John Eldredge 2011-04-17
What Wild at Heart did for men, Captivating is doing for women. Setting
their hearts free. This groundbreaking book shows readers the glorious
design of women before the fall, describes how the feminine heart can be
restored, and casts a vision for the power, freedom, and beauty of a
woman released to be all she was meant to be.
Painting Out of the Ordinary - David H. Solkin 2008
With its plethora of illustrations, many of works published here for the
first time, 'Painting Out of the Ordinary' will be compulsory reading for
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anyone interested in British art and society of the Romantic era.
When You Are Engulfed in Flames - David Sedaris 2008-06-03
"David Sedaris's ability to transform the mortification of everyday life
into wildly entertaining art," (The Christian Science Monitor) is elevated
to wilder and more entertaining heights than ever in this remarkable
new book. Trying to make coffee when the water is shut off, David
considers using the water in a vase of flowers and his chain of
associations takes him from the French countryside to a hilariously
uncomfortable memory of buying drugs in a mobile home in rural North
Carolina. In essay after essay, Sedaris proceeds from bizarre
conundrums of daily life-having a lozenge fall from your mouth into the
lap of a fellow passenger on a plane or armoring the windows with LP
covers to protect the house from neurotic songbirds-to the most deeply
resonant human truths. Culminating in a brilliant account of his venture
to Tokyo in order to quit smoking, David Sedaris's sixth essay collection
is a new masterpiece of comic writing from "a writer worth treasuring"
(Seattle Times). Praise for When You Are Engulfed in Flames: "Older,
wiser, smarter and meaner, Sedaris...defies the odds once again by
delivering an intelligent take on the banalities of an absurd life." --Kirkus
Reviews This latest collection proves that not only does Sedaris still have
it, but he's also getting better....Sedaris's best stuff will still--after all this
time--move, surprise, and entertain." --Booklist Table of Contents: It's
Catching Keeping Up The Understudy This Old House Buddy, Can You
Spare a Tie? Road Trips What I Learned That's Amore The Monster Mash
In the Waiting Room Solutions to Saturday's Puzzle Adult Figures
Charging Toward a Concrete Toadstool Memento Mori All the Beauty
You Will Ever Need Town and Country Aerial The Man in the Hut Of
Mice and Men April in Paris Crybaby Old Faithful The Smoking Section
Your Mind Builds Your Body - Roger Snipes 2021-05-11
This is bodybuilder Roger Snipes' compelling story of his route to
physical perfection without performance enhancing drugs - showing you
how you can do the same. A sustainable plan for men to naturally get into
the best shape of their life and change their mindset about fitness, for
life. This is an exercise and lifestyle book for men who want a definitive
and sustainable plan to transform their body and mindset forever,
naturally. This is a progressive programme. taking into account the
requirements of different age groups. Providing specialized workouts to
sculpt your arms, back, chest, delts and legs. Includes nutritional advice
and meal-planning guidance to maximize muscle building and fat loss.
Roger Snipes shares practical advice on effective biohacking tool to
optimize your health and strength, whatever your age. He has shown the
bodybuilding world what can be achieved when goals are made with a
passion to succeed: and crucially that if the mind isn't on board, the body
doesn't follow.
Wisdom at Work - Chip Conley 2018-09-18
Experience is making a comeback. Learn how to repurpose your wisdom.
At age 52, after selling the company he founded and ran as CEO for 24
years, rebel boutique hotelier Chip Conley was looking at an open
horizon in midlife. Then he received a call from the young founders of
Airbnb, asking him to help grow their disruptive start-up into a global
hospitality giant. He had the industry experience, but Conley was lacking
in the digital fluency of his 20-something colleagues. He didn't write
code, or have an Uber or Lyft app on his phone, was twice the age of the
average Airbnb employee, and would be reporting to a CEO young
enough to be his son. Conley quickly discovered that while he'd been
hired as a teacher and mentor, he was also in many ways a student and
intern. What emerged is the secret to thriving as a mid-life worker:
learning to marry wisdom and experience with curiosity, a beginner's
mind, and a willingness to evolve, all hallmarks of the "Modern Elder." In
a world that venerates the new, bright, and shiny, many of us are left
feeling invisible, undervalued, and threatened by the "digital natives"
nipping at our heels. But Conley argues that experience is on the brink of
a comeback. Because at a time when power is shifting younger,
companies are finally waking up to the value of the humility, emotional
intelligence, and wisdom that come with age. And while digital skills
might have only the shelf life of the latest fad or gadget, the human skills
that mid-career workers possess--like good judgment, specialized
knowledge, and the ability to collaborate and coach - never expire. Part
manifesto and part playbook, Wisdom@Work ignites an urgent
conversation about ageism in the workplace, calling on us to treat age as
we would other type of diversity. In the process, Conley liberates the
term "elder" from the stigma of "elderly," and inspires us to embrace
wisdom as a path to growing whole, not old. Whether you've been forced
to make a mid-career change, are choosing to work past retirement age,
or are struggling to keep up with the millennials rising up the ranks,
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Wisdom@Work will help you write your next chapter.
Mission Python - Sean McManus 2018-10-16
Program a graphical adventure game in this hands-on, beginner-friendly
introduction to coding in the Python language. Launch into coding with
Mission Python, a space-themed guide to building a complete computer
game in Python. You'll learn programming fundamentals like loops,
strings, and lists as you build Escape!, an exciting game with a map to
explore, items to collect, and tricky logic puzzles to solve. As you work
through the book, you'll build exercises and mini-projects, like making a
spacewalk simulator and creating an astronaut's safety checklist that will
put your new Python skills to the test. You'll learn how to use Pygame
Zero, a free resource that lets you add graphics and sound effects to your
creations, and you'll get useful game-making tips, such as how to design
fun puzzles and intriguing maps. Before you know it, you'll have a
working, awesome game to stump your friends with (and some nifty
coding skills, too!). You can follow this book using a Raspberry Pi or a
Microsoft Windows PC, and the 3D graphics and sound effects you need
are provided as a download.
Coder Academy - Sean McManus 2018-06
Full of activities, quizzes, and skill tests; includes stickers, a model, and a
poster game; full of challenging, educational and creative fun; divided
into sections that include website designer, animator, and music
producer.Discover the essential skills required on the way to becoming a
computer coding expert in this innovative activity book. Coder Academy
encourages imaginative play and problem solving, and the fresh,
contemporary artwork helps to make basic coding concepts accessible.
The Empathy Edge - Maria Ross 2019-10-22
Furious customers? Missed deadlines? Failed products? The problems
your business faces may stem from a single issue: lack of empathy. Being
empathetic at work means seeing the situation from another's
perspective, and using that vantage point to shape your leadership style,
workplace culture, and branding strategy. Pairing her knowledge as a
branding expert with proven research and fascinating stories from
executives, change-makers and community leaders, Maria Ross reveals
exactly how empathy makes brands and organizations stronger and more
successful. Ross shows why your business needs to cultivate more
empathy now, and shares the habits and traits of empathetic leaders who
foster more productivity and loyalty. She gives practical tips, big and
small, for how to align your mission and values and hire the right people,
cultivating a more empathetic--and innovative--workplace culture.
Finally, she gives you the goods on building your empathetic brand in an
authentic and proactive way, and shows how doing so results in happier
customers, innovative work cultures and increased profits. In this
practical playbook for businesses of all types, Maria Ross proves that
empathy is not just good for society--it's great for business, and may
transform you at a personal level, too.
The Last Exit Before the Toll - Lynn Barnes 2012-10-26
Author Lynn Barnes admits shes known all along that shed been a little
different in ways she cant explain. In her memoir, The Last Exit before
the Toll, she examines her life and tries to make sense of who and what
she is and how her being affects her existence. She reflects on growing
up as an only child and her life now as a single, surrealist artist and Poe
aficionado. Barnes recalls the events that have greatly impacted her,
including the deaths of her mother and father and the suicide of her best
friend, Marc. But it was the discovery that she has undiagnosed
Aspergers syndrome that helped piece together the puzzle that has been
her life and allowed her to come to terms with the troubling personality
traits she has experienced all her life. An insightful and creative look at
Barness life, The Last Exit before the Toll provides a glimpse into the
sometimes frustrating and unknown world of someone who lives with
Aspergers syndrome.
More Than Things - Margaret Randall 2013-10-01
More Than Things is a collection of essays on a variety of political,
cultural, and literary issues, all linked by Margaret Randall’s attention to
power: its use, misuse, and impact on how we live our lives. There are
texts on sex, fashion, food, LGBT rights, automobiles, forgiving, women’s
self-image, writing, books, and more. Two of the essays provide glimpses
into present-day Cuba and Tunisia. She reflects on her family; her
romantic partners; and the revolutionaries, writers, artists, and activists
she has known personally and admired: Roque Dalton, Meridel LeSueur,
and Haydée Santamaría. Randall’s writings move in unexpected
directions, evoked by the “things” and ideas in her life: objects picked up
around the world, her children’s names, family heirlooms, artistic
practices, dreams, poems, and memories. Elegantly weaving together the
personal and the political, More Than Things is a tour de force by one of
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America’s most formidable and elegiac writers and political activists.
Conversations with Friends - Sally Rooney 2018-08-07
NOW A HULU ORIGINAL SERIES • From the New York Times
bestselling author of Normal People . . . “[A] cult-hit . . . [a] sharply
realistic comedy of adultery and friendship.”—Entertainment Weekly
SALLY ROONEY NAMED TO THE TIME 100 NEXT LIST • WINNER OF
THE SUNDAY TIMES (UK) YOUNG WRITER OF THE YEAR AWARD •
ONE OF BUZZFEED’S BEST BOOKS OF THE DECADE • ONE OF THE
TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: Vogue, Slate • ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR: Elle Frances is a coolheaded and darkly
observant young woman, vaguely pursuing a career in writing while
studying in Dublin. Her best friend is the beautiful and endlessly selfpossessed Bobbi. At a local poetry performance one night, they meet a
well-known photographer, and as the girls are then gradually drawn into
her world, Frances is reluctantly impressed by the older woman’s
sophisticated home and handsome husband, Nick. But however amusing
Frances and Nick’s flirtation seems at first, it begins to give way to a
strange—and then painful—intimacy. Written with gemlike precision and
marked by a sly sense of humor, Conversations with Friends is
wonderfully alive to the pleasures and dangers of youth, and the messy
edges of female friendship. SHORTLISTED FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
DUBLIN LITERARY AWARD “Sharp, funny, thought-provoking . . . a
really great portrait of two young women as they’re figuring out how to
be adults.”—Celeste Ng, Late Night with Seth Meyers Podcast “The
dialogue is superb, as are the insights about communicating in the age of
electronic devices. Rooney has a magical ability to write scenes of such
verisimilitude that even when little happens they’re suspenseful.”—Curtis
Sittenfeld, The Week “Rooney has the gift of imbuing everyday life with a
sense of high stakes . . . a novel of delicious frictions.”—New York “A
writer of rare confidence, with a lucid, exacting style . . . One wonderful
aspect of Rooney’s consistently wonderful novel is the fierce clarity with
which she examines the self-delusion that so often festers alongside
presumed self-knowledge. . . . But Rooney’s natural power is as a
psychological portraitist. She is acute and sophisticated about the
workings of innocence; the protagonist of this novel about growing up
has no idea just how much of it she has left to do.”—Alexandra Schwartz,
The New Yorker “This book. This book. I read it in one day. I hear I’m not
alone.”—Sarah Jessica Parker (Instagram)
Customer Service Pocketbook - Sean McManus 2013-01-01
The Customer Service Pocketbook is for everyone who contributes,
directly or indirectly, to giving the customer excellent service. This third
edition has been fully revised to reflect the changes in responding to
customers' needs via a variety of different channels, including social
media. The book covers why good service matters, listening skills, how to
turn complaints into opportunities, effective communication methods and
much more. The importance of setting standards, measuring customer
service and mystery shopper programmes is discussed. Recognising and
respecting internal customers is also addressed and there are case
studies, checklists and an action planning section.
Gracie's Grace - S. R. D. Harris 2021-07-07
Raspberry Pi For Dummies - Sean McManus 2017-08-29
Get your slice of Raspberry Pi With the invention of the unique credit
card-sized single-board computer comes a new wave of hardware geeks,
hackers, and hobbyists who are excited about the possibilities with the
Raspberry Pi—and this is the perfect guide to get you started. With this
down-to-earth book, you'll quickly discover why the Raspberry Pi is in
high demand! There's a reason the Raspberry Pi sold a million units in its
first year, and you're about to find out why! In Raspberry Pi For
Dummies, 3rd Edition veteran tech authors Sean McManus and Mike
Cook make it easier than ever to get you up and running on your
Raspberry Pi, from setting it up, downloading the operating system, and
using the desktop environment to editing photos, playing music and
videos, and programming with Scratch—and everything in between.
Covers connecting the Pi to other devices such as a keyboard, mouse,
monitor, and more Teaches you basic Linux System Admin Explores
creating simple hardware projects Shows you how to create web pages
Raspberry Pi For Dummies, 3rd Edition makes computing as easy as pie!
The Road Less Travel: The Road Warrior - Anthony Ruben Lee
2011-06-10
I try to tell people be real with yourself with real problems in a real
world itself. It’s real but don’t let your guard down, not for one bit and
that road that you are traveling on is just around the corner just a few
steps through your soul. A close encounter comes, you have a burning
passion inside of you, and you do not know what to do. Sometimes we
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can go too fast on our own road. Slow down try to catch up with God and
He has been there with you the whole time by your side so get up, don’t
quit. I am 38 years old with just a high school diploma in 1991. A born
again Christian, single guy and blessed to have my mom and dad still
living and the family is growing. I have accomplished a lot of stuff but not
enough in life. By comparing to this book I think it was time for the world
to know my small talent. I can express myself when God comes in more
than I can speak it so it has grown very fast over the years. It was a small
blank page journal started out to be and the rest is history.
Cool Scratch Projects in easy steps - Sean McManus 2016-08-11
Millions of children and young people worldwide are using Scratch to
make their own games and animations. Following on from the success of
Scratch Programming in easy steps, Cool Scratch Projects in easy steps
gives you great ideas to create computer games and other projects that’ll
impress your friends and family – and you’ll have endless fun creating
and playing them! The book provides step-by-step instructions for
building projects that show off some of the cool things you can do with
Scratch. It starts with two simple projects to get you started. Find out
how to: • Make a game with animated cartoon characters • Build a drum
machine and make random music • Use anaglyph glasses for 3D effects
and 3D Art • Design amazing mazes in a 3D environment • Create your
own stop motion films • Use the ScratchJr app to create games and
interactive stories anywhere using your iPad or Android tablet Cool
Scratch Projects in easy steps has projects for Scratch 2.0 on a PC/Mac
and Scratch 1.4 on the Raspberry Pi, and includes a Raspberry Pi
Camera Module project. Each project includes suggestions for
customizing it, so you can make it your own! Table of Contents: Magic
Mirror Gribbet! Drum Machine 12 Angry Aliens 3D Artist Space Mine 3D
Maze Maker and Circuit Breaker 3D Maze Explorer 3D Maze Explorer:
Finishing touches Sprites, Cameras, Action! Super Wheelie in ScratchJr
Five shorties
What I Wish I Knew about Love - Taylor 2021-02-10
Element Princess: Book Two - Jenaia Williams 2013-12-12
As the journey continues for the brave and beautiful Element Princesses,
they learn that their enemies numbers dont diminish they evolve. New
members of the Docks take matters into their own hands and intend to
ruin the princesses and their allies at all cost. Some members team up
while other simply follow their instincts. Each princess experiences her
own turmoil as the days pass. They must fight these battles on their own.
Their powers will not always assist them. Will they be able to come to
terms with more Demon Lords, the news of their titans waking up, and
the introduction of their weapons - the Zygotes? With the Docks on the
move and more obstacles to overcome, the princesses must conquer all
and face their inner turmoil or else it will be the end. Book Two:
Evolution
PIMPOLOGY - PIMPIN' KEN 2012-12-11
The pimp has reached nearly mythical status. We are fascinated by the
question of how a guy from the ghetto with no startup capital and no
credit -- nothing but the words out of his mouth -- comes not only to have
a stable of sexy women who consider him "their man," but to drive a
Rolls, sport diamonds, and wear custom suits and alligator shoes from
Italy. His secret is to follow the "unwritten rules of the game" -- a set of
regulations handed down orally from older, wiser macks -- which give
him superhuman powers of charm, psychological manipulation, and
persuasion. In Pimpology,star of the documentaries Pimps Up, Ho's
Downand American Pimp and Annual Players Ball Mack of the Year
winner Ken Ivy pulls a square's coat on the unwritten rules that took him
from the ghetto streets to the executive suites. Ken's lessons will serve
any person in any interaction: Whether at work, in relationships, or
among friends, somebody's got to be on top. To be the one with the
upper hand, you've got to have good game, and good game starts with
knowing the rules. If you want the money, power, and respect you dream
of, you can't just "pimp your ride," you need to pimp your whole life. And
unless you've seen Ray Charles leading Stevie Wonder somewhere, you
need Ken's guidelines to do it. They'll reach out and touch you like AT&T
and bring good things to life like GE. Then you can be the boss with the
hot sauce who gets it all like Monty Hall
iPad for the Older and Wiser - Sean McManus 2012-07-23
Easy-to-follow, friendly advice on using your iPad and iOS 5 Following on
the heels of the popular first edition of this book, this new edition gets
you up and running on new iPad features such as iCloud, tabbed
browsing, the new Messages app, and new photo editing capabilities. But
it also includes general information you won't want to miss no matter
which iPad you have, such as how to set up and register your iPad, sync
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it with other devices, download apps from the App Store, play games or
watch films, and much more. Packed with clear, easy-to-follow
instruction and advice reinforced with lots of helpful illustrations, this
approachable guide shows you how to make the iPad part of your
everyday life. Gets you up to speed on the latest and greatest features
you can enjoy with your new iPad, such as a new Messages app,
untethered setup, the Music app redesign, and multitasking Walks you
through the steps so you can start using your iPad for things you do
every day, such as surfing the web, ordering groceries, organizing
photos, and staying in touch with family and friends via email Reviews
what you need to know to connect to the Internet, sync with other
devices, play games or watch films, and more This friendly and
understandable book gets you up to speed with this highly usable gadget
in no time.
Raspberry Pi Projects - Andrew Robinson 2014-01-10
Learn to build software and hardware projects featuring the Raspberry
Pi! Congratulations on becoming a proud owner of a Raspberry Pi!
Following primers on getting your Pi up and running and programming
with Python, the authors walk you through 16 fun projects of increasing
sophistication that let you develop your Raspberry Pi skills. Among other
things you will: Write simple programs, including a tic-tac-toe game Recreate vintage games similar to Pong and Pac-Man Construct a
networked alarm system with door sensors and webcams Build Picontrolled gadgets including a slot car racetrack and a door lock Create
a reaction timer and an electronic harmonograph Construct a Facebookenabled Etch A Sketch-type gadget and a Twittering toy Raspberry Pi
Projects is an excellent way to dig deeper into the capabilities of the Pi
and to have great fun while doing it.
Older and Wider - Jenny Eclair 2020-07-02
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER! 'If you're after an in-depth medical
or psychological insight into the menopause, I'm afraid you've opened
the wrong book - I'm not a doctor . . . However, I am a woman and I do
know how it feels to be menopausal, so this book is written from
experience and the heart and I hope it makes you laugh and feel better.'
JE Older and Wider is Jenny Eclair's hilarious, irreverent and refreshingly
honest compendium of the menopause. From C for Carb-loading and G
for Getting Your Shit Together to I for Invisibility and V for Vaginas,
Jenny's whistle-stop tour of the menopause in all its glory will make you
realise that it really isn't just you. Jenny will share the surprising lessons
she has learnt along the way as well as her hard-won tips on the joy of
cardigans, dealing with the empty nest (get a lodger) and keeping the lid
on the pressure cooker of your temper (count to twenty, ten is never
enough). As Jenny says, 'I can't say that I've emerged like a beautiful
butterfly from some hideous old menopausal chrysalis and it would be a
lie to say that I've found the 'old me' again. But what I have found is the
'new me' - and you know what? I'm completely cool with that.'
iPad for the Older and Wiser - Sean McManus 2013-02-01
Easy-to-follow, up-to-date advice on the new iPad and iPad Mini The
over-50 crowd is keeping up with technology like never before and
they're eager to learn what the new iPad has to offer them. If you fall into
that category, then this book is for you! Featuring an accessible, fullcolor interior, this new edition gets you up and running on the latest
software release and features of the iPad and iPad Mini, in addition to
iOS 6. It also includes general information you won't want to miss no
matter which iPad you have, such as how to set up and register your
iPad, sync it with other devices, download apps from the App Store, play
games or watch films, and much more. Gets you up to speed on the latest
and greatest features you can enjoy with your new iPad, such as
Facebook integration, updated Siri, shared photo streams, and more
Walks you through the steps so you can start using your iPad for things
you do every day, such as surfing the web, ordering groceries, organizing
photos, and staying in touch with family and friends via email Reviews
what you need to know to connect to the Internet, sync with other
devices, play games or watch films, and more Packed with clear, easy-tofollow instructions and advice reinforced with lots of helpful illustrations,
this approachable guide shows you how to make the iPad part of your
everyday life.
iPad for the Older and Wiser - Sean McManus 2013-12-17
Apple’s iPad puts a limitless world of entertainment, communication, and
everyday functionality in the palms of your hands. iPad for the Older and
Wiser, 4th Edition quickly teaches you how to make the most of your new
gadget with easy-to-follow instructions. Fully updated to include the iPad
Air and iOS 7, this step-by-step guide shows you exactly how to set up
your device and discover what it can do – all in jargon-free language.
Learn how to: Set up your iPad and copy music and photos from your
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computer Keep in touch with email and messages Browse the web and
shop online Have video chats with your friends and family Discover a
digital library of books and magazines Use Siri to dictate memos, create
and send emails, and answer questions Explore new places and get
directions with maps Take photos and videos and share them with
friends Enhance your iPad or iPad mini with amazing apps
Raspberry Pi For Dummies - Sean McManus 2013-03-14
Embrace the exciting new technology of Raspberry Pi! With the invention
of the unique credit-card sized single-board computer, the Raspberry Pi,
comes a new wave of hardware geeks, hackers, and hobbyists who are
excited about the possibilities of the Raspberry Pi, and this is the perfect
guide to get you started in this exhilarating new arena. With this fun and
friendly book, you'll quickly discover why the supply for the Pi cannot
keep up with the demand! Veteran tech authors Sean McManus and
Mike Cook show you how to download and install the operating system,
use the installed applications, and much more. Covers connecting the Pi
to other devices such as a keyboard, mouse, monitor, and more Teaches
you basic Linux System Admin Walks you through editing images,
creating web pages, and playing music Details how to program with
Scratch and Python Explores creating simple hardware projects
Raspberry Pi For Dummies makes computing as easy as pie. Now
discover the history of Raspberry Pi! The Raspberry Pi sold a million
units in its first year, and came from a previously unknown organisation,
The Raspberry Pi Foundation. If you’ve ever wondered how it came into
being, and what inspired its creation, Sean McManus, co-author of
Raspberry Pi For Dummies, has the answer. He has set up a section on
his website to share bonus content, which includes a short history of the
Raspberry Pi. At Sean’s website, you can also read reviews of the book,
see videos of its projects, and read several exclusive blog posts about the
Raspberry Pi and its community. Visit Sean’s homepage for Raspberry Pi
For Dummies here!
The Fasting Highway: Graeme Currie from Australia Takes You on a
Journey Through the Highs and Lows of Beating a Crippling Food
Addiction B - Graeme Currie 2020-11-28
A motivational story from Australia that follows one mans incredible
60kg (132pound) weight loss by living an intermittent fasting lifestyle
that you can do too.Graeme Currie overcame a chronic sugar and fastfood addiction that had affected his entire adult life. Because he has
actually lived through the highs and lows of a weight loss journey, his
story is relatable and easily resonates with everyday men and women
who are in a similar situation and want to change their lives. Graeme
takes you through his journey step by step - how he did it, what he ate
when he ate and offers a great insight into actually making intermittent
fasting a permanent sustainable lifestyle.He has successfully lived a
healthy life and has easily maintained his current weight for nearly two
years. Graeme writes in a raw, and honest way without overcomplicating
what is easy to follow a simple process. He has guided countless people
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around the world, has built up a huge following across social media
platforms and is the host of the popular podcast "The Fasting Highway"
which has nearly 40,000 plays. A great read for anyone who thinks the
mountain is too high to climb in retaking their health.
Marriage Capsules - Olufunmilayo Folaranmi MD 2021-05-21
The book focuses on nuggets for happy marriages that will stand the test
of time. There are people who have been married for decades who are
still head-over-heels in love with each other and uphold what marriage
truly stands for – commitment, sacrificial love and an unflinching will to
make the marriage work regardless of any challenges they face. This
book provides valuable information on things that can be done to spice
up your marriage, to strengthen marriages so that they not only survive
but thrive.
Spotify For Dummies - Kim Gilmour 2011-10-19
The ultimate beginner guide to the groundbreaking music service,
Spotify! Spotify is a free online streaming music platform that allows
users to listen to songs on demand over the Internet--without having to
buy or own the actual tracks. This fun and friendly guide walks you
through how best to use this sweet-sounding service. Covering
everything from using Spotify on selected mobile phones to creating and
sharing your own playlists, Spotify For Dummies has it all. Experienced
author Kim Gilmour details the ins and outs of this revolutionary music,
from installing and setup to discovering new artists and taking your
musical enjoyment to new levels. Explores the social networking aspects
of Spotify and how to integrate with them Helps you navigate through
the various editions of Spotify Shows you how to take Spotify with you on
your mobile device Encourages you to merge your own music collection
with Spotify This book is spot on! Start using Spotify today with this
handy guide by your side.
I LOVE YOU, SEND MONEY - Jordan M Alexander 2016-09-21
Ready for a wild adventure into online dating? It is estimated that by
2040 over 70% of new relationships will start online. Internet dating is
all the rage, radically changing our ideas of romance, sex and
relationships. No longer a domain for the desperate, society continues to
embrace dating sites as a good way to meet people and user number
skyrocket. It’s easy to do and so many find true love. There’s never been
a better time. Or so it seems… I Love You, Send Money provides you with
premium seating to get intimate with James and Alexis in this modern
day fairy tale. Each goes online searching for true love. Neither expects
to find a perfect match. The emotional rollercoaster of their story, the
first and only online dating experience for Alexis, is best enjoyed with a
glass of wine by the cozy fireplace. Indulge in the compelling narrative of
this reality read. Each chapter is paired with food and wine, mood music
and art, leaving a lasting impression in your reading experience. This
Internet dating romance with a twist brings new meaning to the saying:
All’s fair in love and war.
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